Sun in Aries/Moon in Gemini:
Hustler
Your presence is always felt by others, partly because of your talkative nature, but
also because of your movements, which are non-stop. If something comes into your
mind, whether it is an idea, emotion or thought, you talk about it and sometimes very
emphatically. Furthermore, you have an authority figure mentality and believe that you
are always correct.
The easily excited Gemini is tense and superior at
communication, while Aries is speedy, driven, and flexible. A golden tongued, fast
acting individual with tons of energy and motivation is the result. You have a very
strong sense of freedom about you and are a unique individual. Solutions as well as
answers come easily for you and you have a steady mind. This tendency to
communicate everything can tire you out as well as those around you. Another caution
is that your sense of humor can be mean and direct sometimes. Others might very
well think you are aggressive if you are not careful. Allow others their chance to speak
and give up dominating a conversation. Relax, think a bit and refrain from being so
self-directed and stubborn. You are a very popular person in spite of all of this and the
reason is your confidence and knowledge, which you wear on your sleeve. People
cannot help but respect and look up to you. If you are ignored or unappreciated, that is
about the only time that you will brood. This is one of the rare occasions where you
will get exceptionally and memorably angry. Being edgy is one of your traits and as a
result, you need to have meaningful places to release your strength and energy. You
have a natural talent for grasping everything around you quickly. An open minded and
flexible partner is best for you, but you need to learn how to appreciate such a partner
just as you do yourself. You need a partner who is tolerant and receptive to that
constant flow of ideas. You do not miss anything in your environment. You let a fake
person know immediately what you think because of your ability to spot them and your
desire to communicate. On occasions you put people off because you do not beat
around the bush. Keeping some things to yourself is something you need to do
sometimes. Work is an excellent outlet for you, but the key is to stay busy and put
your inventive, original talents to use. These talents are wide ranging and there is very
little that you are not good at. The Aries-Gemini personality can be excellent at
everything from science and engineering to investigative reporting and law.

